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In this paper a generalization of a certain theorem of Lipton ("Proc. 18th IEEE 
Sympos. Found. of Comput. Sci." (1977), pp. 1-6) is presented. Namely, we show 
that for a wide class of programming languages the following holds: the set of all 
partial correctness a sertions true in an expressive interpretation I is uniformly 
dedicable (in I) in the theory of I iff the halting problem isdecidable for finite inter- 
pretations. In the effect we show that such limitations as effectiveness or Herbrand- 
definability of interpretation (they are relevant in the previous proofs) can be 
removed in the case of partial correctness. (c~ 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. BACKGROUND 
In this section we will review some history of the considered problem 
and we will quote the known results. In order to show the inherent com- 
plexity of the problem of partial correctness Cook introduced the notion of 
relative completeness. Supplying Hoare's system with an oracle answering 
questions on the validity of first-order formulas he was able to separate the 
reasoning about the programs from the reasoning about the underlying 
language of invariants. The idea of oracle results in Hoare-like system for 
programming language which is considered in Cook (1978). This system is 
relatively complete, i.e., complete over expressive interpretations. (An inter- 
pretation I is said to be expressive iff the weakest preconditions of 
programs are first-order definable in/ .)  A natural question arose for other, 
more complicated programming languages: does the expressiveness tand 
for the sufficient condition for the existence of relatively complete Hoare's 
logic? 
Clarke (1979) discovered that for languages with certain natural features 
(e.g., call-by-name parameter passing, functions, global variables, and 
coroutines with local recursive procedures that can access global variables) 
it is impossible to construct a Hoare's logic which is sound and relatively 
complete in the sense of Cook. This incompleteness result is based on the 
observation that if a programming language possesses a relatively complete 
proof system for partial correctness assertions then the halting problem for 
finite interpretations must be decidable. 
The converse was originally conjectured by Clarke: if PL is an accep- 
table programming language and the halting problem for programs in PL 
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is decidable for finite interpretations then PL has a relatively complete 
proof system for partial correctness assertions. Roughly speaking, a 
programming language PL is said to to be acceptable iff every program in 
PL can be effectively translated into, for instance, Friedman's cheme (see 
Fridman, 1970) and PL is closed under reasonable programming con- 
structs. Lipton (1977) obtained the following partial answer: 
THEOREM 1 (Lipton, 1977). Let PL be a deterministic acceptable 
programming language. Then the following are equivalent: 
1. PL has a decidable halting problem for finite interpretations. 
2. The true quantifier-free partial correctness assertions are recursively 
enumerable in Th(I) and in a certain presentation of I.for expressive and 
effective interpretations I. 
Clarke, German, and Halpern (1982) obtained a significant 
generalization of the Lipton's theorem to the first-order partial (and total 
too) correctness assertions. Their results are quoted below. 
An interpretation I is said to be Herbrand-definable iff every element of I 
is a value of a constant erm. 
THEOREM 2 (Clarke, German, Halpern, 1982). Let PL be a deter- 
ministic acceptable programming language with recursion. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
1. PL has a decidable halting problem.for finite interpretations. 
2. The true first-order partial (resp. total) correctness assertions are 
uniformly (in I) decidable in Th(I ) for  expressive and Herbrand-definable 
interpretations I. 
If we limit ourselves to effective interpretations, then the following holds: 
THEOREM 3 (Clarke, German, Halpern, 1982). Let PL be a deter- 
ministic acceptable programming language. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
1. PL has a decidable halting problem for.finite interpretations. 
2. The true first-order partial (resp. total) correctness assertions are 
decidable in Th(I) and in a certain presentation of I for expressive and effec- 
tive interpretations I. 
Notice that a decision procedure in Theorem 3 for partial correctness 
assertions depends imultaneously on Th(I) and on I, i.e., it is not uniform 
in I; it does not act in the same way over interpretations with their elemen- 
tary theories equal to one another. It means that such a procedure does not 
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stand for a realistic analogue of Hoare-type proof systems, since Hoare- 
type proof systems are independent of the particular concrete inter- 
pretation. 
2. RELATIVE COMPLETENESS OF PARTIAL CORRECTNESS 
In this section our main result is presented. We shall prove the following: 
THEOREM 4. Let PL be a deterministic acceptable programming language 
with recursion. Then the.following are equivalent: 
1. PL has a decidable halting problem for finite interpretations. 
2. The true .first-order partial correctness assertions are uniformly 
decidable in Th( I ) for  expressive interpretations L 
In the sequel we will 'assume that we are working over the fixed type (or 
signature) ~2= {a, b, f ,g ,M,=}:  two constants a and b, unary function 
symbol g, binary relation symbol A, and the equality sign =. A set of 
individual variables Var= {~o, ~1 .... } is also fixed. If e is a term or a quan- 
tifier-free formula then Vat(e)= {xe Var [x  appears in e}. For each inter- 
pretation /, a valuation is a mapping v: Var--, dora(I). We can extend a 
valuation to a mapping v: Terms---, dom(I) in the usual way. We assume 
one special valuation _1_, such that _L(x) is undefined for all x e Vat. The 
valuation v[x/d] is identical to v on all variables except x and 
v[x /d ] (x )  = d. 
For a set X, Nnn(X) denotes the family of all finite subsets of X; ~(X) 
denotes the family of all subsets of X. For a mapping m: X ~ Y and for a 
set Xo --- X, m Ix0 denotes the restriction of m to J(o. 
In order to outline the proof of our results some definitions and notions 
are necessary. The basic one is the notion of an acceptable programming 
language. We quote the definition from (Clarke et al., 1982). 
DEFINITION. By an acceptable programming language we mean a 
quadruple 
PL = (Pr, cv, dep, Y )  
where 
- -P r  is a computable set (of programs), 
--cv: Pr ~ Nnn(Var), 
--dep: Pr ~ ~,(Var) ,  
(intuitively, cv(P) corresponds to those variables whose values may get 
changed as we run program P, while dep(P) includes input variables, out- 
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put variables, and any additional variabels (such as those that appear in 
tests) upon whose values the behavior of P depends), 
--Y-: Str(~2)x Pr--* the set of finite sequences (called trajectories) of 
valuations (v0, v~,...) such that L, if it appears at all, only appears as the 
last valuation. There is no trajectory of the form (_1_). 
Str(Z) denotes the class of interpretations of type Z- Define Var(P)= 
cv(P) t3 dep(P). 
The language PL must satisfy four conditions: 
1. For all trajectories (v0, vl ..... )c W/(P) the following holds: 
1.1. If y ~ ev(P) then for all i, vi(y)= vo(y), 
1.2. I fyccv(P)  then for all i>0: vi(y)=a, vi(y)=b, or there are 
j, k < i and x, z c Vat(P) such that re(y) = vj(x), v~(y) =fr(vj(x)), or vi(y) = 
g,(v:(x), v~(z) , 
1.3. If V0]dep(p)=V;laep(p) then there exists a trajectory 
(v;, v'l .... ) c ~(P)  such that for all i, vilaep(e)= v~ [aep(e). 
2. We can effectively compute the possible ith steps of running a 
program P c Pr on any input by asking a finite number of atomic questions 
about /. More formally, given a program Pc  Pr and i c o9, we can effec- 
tively find a finite set of quantifierfree formulas A1,..., Ak with Var(Aj)__c 
Var(P) = {Yl,..., Yn} such that by knowing the truth value of Aj in/ ,  Vo, we 
can effectively compute a finite number of sets of terms 
{{tm~,..., tmn}lm=l,  2,...} over {a,b, f ,g ,y  I ..... y,} such that v is the ith 
step of a trajectory in ~(P)  starting with Vo iff for some m, v(yj) = Vo(tm:) 
for j = 1,..., n and v(x) = Vo(X) for x ~ Var(P). We can also effectively com- 
pute which (if any) of the sets {tin1 ..... tin. } represent output values; i.e., 
whether there is some trajectory (v0,..., vi) in Wz(P) with vi(yj) = Vo(tm) for 
j=l, . . . ,n. 
3. PL is effectively closed under variable substitutions; that is given 
Pc  Pr with dep(P)= {xl ..... x,,} and any set of m variables {y~,..., Ym} we 
can effectively find a program P 'c  Pr such that dep(P')= {y~ ..... Ym} and 
(Vo, v~,...)c Y/(P)iff for some (v~, v'l .... )c J~I(P') we have vj(xk)= v}(yk) for 
k = 1,..., m. 
The following is also part of the quotation from (Clarke et al., 1982). 
4. PL is effectively closed under flowchart operations, subroutine 
calls, and runtine checks. More formally, let Pr' be the least set of 
programs containing Pr such that if P, Q c Pr' and A is a quantifier-free 
formula, then the following programs are all in Pr': 
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. 
x := g(y, 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
basic assignments x := a, 
z), 
P; Q 
if A then P else Q 
while A do P 
after each step of P do all of Q 
begin local xl ..... Xm; P end. 
x :=b,  x :=y ,  x :=f (y ) ,  
We extend J ,  cv, dep to Pr' below. Given a trajectory z = (Vo ..... Vk), define 
first(z) = Vo, last(z)= vk; and for all trajectories Zo and z 1 define 
ZoOZl=(Vo,...,v~,v'l,...) if Zo = (Vo,..., v~), Zl=(v'o,v'l,...),andvk=v'o, 
= undefined otherwise. 
1. If t is a term, cv(x := t)= {x}, dep(x := t)= {x}wVar(t), 
~(x  := t )= {(v, vEx/v(t)])[v¢ 2,}. 
2. cv(P; Q) = cv(P) w cv(Q), dep(P; Q) -- dep(P) w dep(Q), 
~(P ;  Q)= {ZoOZl I Zoe~(P) ,  zl e~(Q)}.  
3. cv(ifA then P else Q)=cv(P)ucv(Q), 
dep(if A then P else Q) = dep(P) w dep(Q) w Var(A), 
51(if A then P else Q)= {z I I, first(r)~A, ze~(P)}  
w {z I I, first(z)~-nA, ze J/(Q)}. 
4. cv(while A do P)=cv(P) ,  dep(while A do P)=dep(P)wVar(A), 
:-:(while A do P)= Ui>o :-z(wi), where w°= O, 
wi+ 1 = if A then P; w i else NOOP; 
NOOP is the program which has no effect: ~(NOOP)  = {(v) I v ¢ 2, }, and 
Q is the diverging program: J/(O) = {(v, 2,)[ v¢  2_}. 
5. cv(after each step of P do all of Q)=cv(P)wcv(Q), 
dep(after each step of P do all of Q) = dep(P) w dep(Q), 
If Var(P)c~ cv(Q)¢ ~,  then Jg(after each step of P do all of Q)= ~.  (We 
consider after each step of P do all of Q syntactically incorrect unless 
Var(P) c~ cv(Q) = ~.)  If Var(P) c~ cv(Q) = ~,  ~ (after each step of P do all 
of Q)= {zlz=(Vo, vl,...) such that for some subsequence vi0, vii,..., v;k 
(i o<i~ < ''" <ik) 
(a) Vo = rio 
(b) last(z)=v~k 
(c) ifv~+l#-l-,  (vij+l,...,v~j+,)e~--l(Q) 
(d) for some (v'o, v'l ..... @)eS-l(p), we have either k=k'  or (k<k'  
and vik = 3_), and vj [dep(P) = V~[dep(P) for all j ~ k }. 
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6. cv(begin local xl ..... Xm; P end) = cv(P), 
dep(begin local X 1 ..... Xm; P end) = dep(P) -  {xl ..... Xm},  
f l(begin local Xl ..... Xm; P end)= {(%, vl)ozo (last(z), v2) [ v 1 
= VoEx l /a , . . .  , Xm/a] ,  
z~(P)  and v2=last(z)Ex~/vo(x~) ..... Xm/VO(Xm)]}. (Thus the local 
variable xl,..., Xm are set to the constant value a when the block is entered 
and reset to their previous values when the block is excited.) 
Now we define PL to be effectively closed under flowchart operations, 
subroutine calls and runtine checks if for all P ~ Pr' and all interpretations 
/, we can effectively find a Q~Pr  which simulates P in /, i.e., 
cv(P)~cv(Q),  dep(P)~dep(Q)  and for all z@~(P)  (resp. ~(Q) )  with 
last(z) :~ _J_ there exists a z'~ ~(Q)  (resp. ~(P) )  such that first(z)[dep(P)= 
first(z') [dep(P) and last(z)[dep(P)= last(z')I dep(P)" 
Thus we only require of a program like after each step of P do all of Q 
that it can be simulated by a program in P, possibly using some extra 
variables as flags. 
Language PL is said to be acceptable with recursion iff it is acceptable 
and effectively closed under (possibly recursive) procedure calls. 
More formally, let plab = {Z0, Z1 .... } be some set of programs labels and 
let Pr" be the least set of programs containing Pr, plab, and all the 
programs described above, such that if P E Pr" and Z e plab then I~ZEP] is 
a program in Pr". We extend Y-, cv, dep to Pr" as follows: 
1. cv(Z) = dep(Z) = ~ for all Z ~ plab, 
Y/(Z) = ~(£2)= {(v, l ) ]  v ¢ ±} for all Z ~ plab. 
2. cv(pZEP]) = dep(#Z[P])  = dep(P), 
J / (#ZEP])  = Ui~> 0j~(pi), where pO = p and U + 1 = PEZ/U] 
(i.e., we syntactically replace all free occurrences, where free and bound 
occurrence have the familar meaning, of Z in P by U). 
Finally, we define PL to be effectively closed under recursive calls iff for 
every program P~ Pr" and interpretation /, there is a program Q~ Pr 
which simulates P in I in the sense defined above. 
A program P is deterministic iff for all v there is at most one z ~ ~(P)  
with first(z)--v and last(r):~ A_. The language PL is deterministic if all 
P ~ PL are. 
Let PL be an acceptable programming language. For a program P in PL 
and for an interpretation I, BZe(x, y) denotes the input-output relation of 
the program P in the interpretation I. B~,(a, b) iff for some trajectory 
(Vo ..... vn) e W/(P) with vn :~ _1_, we have VOldep(P)= a and vn [d,p(e)= b. 
DEFINITION. An interpretation I is expressive (for PL) iff for every 
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program P•  PL there is a first-order formula ae(X) such that I~e(a)  iff 
for some,b in I aep~e), B/(a, b). 
DEFINITION. I~¢p[P] $ iff for all a, b in /dep~n, if I~o(a)  and B~(a, b) 
then Ip  q/(b). 
DEFINITION. An interpretation I is weakly arithmetic iff there exist first- 
order formulas N(x), E(x, y), S(x, y), Z(x), Add(x, y, z), Mult(x, y, z) 
(with respectively k, 2k, 2k, k, 3k, and 3k free variables for some k) such 
that E defines an equivalence relation on I k and formulas E, Z, S, Add, 
Mult define on the set {xl I~N(x)} the model M such that the quotient 
model M/E is isomorphic to the standard model (co; 0, +1, +, ", = >. 
Now we are in a position to outline the proof of the Theorem 4. 
Proof 2 ~ 1. It is proved (1979). 
1 ~ 2. Let PL be an acceptable deterministic programming language 
with recursion such that the halting problem for PL is decidable for finite 
interpretations. 
Let I be an expressive interpretation. As in Lipton (1977), our proof 
splits into two cases. The case when for every P • PL there is a number M 
such that P never accesses more than M values is proved in (Clarke et al., 
1982, procedure M3). 
In the case when some program can access an unbounded number of dis- 
tinct values our approach is different from that of Clarke, German, and 
Halpern (1982). The key idea is to represent the input output relation of a 
program by means of the least relations atisfying first-order conditions. 
Let P be a program in PL and let x= {Xl ..... Xq} be the set of free 
variables of the program P, i.e., x = dep(P). Let y = {y~,..., yq} be a copy of 
x. Recall that we have fixed the considered type Z= {a, b, f, g, A, =}, 
where a, b are constants, f is a unary, g is a binary function symbol, A is a 
binary relation symbol, and = is the equality sign. 
1. Standard coding of terms and open formulas over x w y. 
raT=0 rx17=5+1 
rb7= 1 
r fT=2 FXq7=5+q 
rg7=3 ry17=5+q+l  
rA7= 4 
F -- ] -- 5 {-yql = 5 + 2q 
r&]=5+2q+l  
rv ]=5+2q+2 
7~1=5+2q+3 
(n, m)  = (n+m)" (n+m+ 1)/2 +n 
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Ff(t)7 = (rf7, rt7 ) 
rA(tl, t2)7= (rAT, (rt17 , rt27)) 
r(c ~ & B)7 = <r&l, <r~l, r#l> > 
r(c~ v B)7= ( rv  7, (r~7, rB7)>. 
rg(t ' u)7= (rg7, (rt7 ' ru7)) 
r ta=t27=(r=7,  (Ft13 ,rt23))  
r~c~7 = (r- 7 7, [~7) 
Let N, E, Z, S, Add, Mult 
notions of arity, respectively, 
be 2q + 2-ary and 2q + 1-ary 
In the sequel, a numeral n
be the new predicate symbols for arithmetical 
k, 2k, k, 2k, 3k, and 3k for some k. Let H, U 
new predicate symbols. 
co is represented by the formula 
Zfn(X): (3Z)(3X,)''" (3X._I)(Z(z) & S(Z, Xl) & S(Xl, X2) &' ' '  & S(Xn_ 1, X)). 
The formula E(v, w) is abbreviated to v =e w. Hence, for instance, x =e 3 
means (3y)(A3(y) & N(y) & E(x, y)). 
2. Eitcodiitg formulas. The intended meaning of the predicate symbol 
H is H(n, d, x, y) iff n is the encoding of a term (over x w y) equal to d. 
The intended meaning of the predicate symbol U is U(n, x, y) iff the nth 
open formula (over x w y) is satisfied (i.e., U(n, x, y) is a universal formula 
for open formulas over x w y). 
The formula Pr(z,x,y)=-dfz =e(x+y) (x+y+l ) /2+x is defined in 
the terms of N, Z ..... Muir. 
Encn: H(n, d, x, y) 
=--N(n)&[(n =era7 &d=a)  v (n =Erb7 &d=b)  
V (it =E[ -X17&d=Xl )  V "'" V (it =Erxqq&d=Xq)  
v (n =Ery~7&d=y~) v "" v (n=ryql&d=yq) 
v (3m)(3e)(N(m) & Pr(n, r f7, m) & H(m, e, x, y) & d=f(e)) 
v (3m, ml, m2)(3el, e2)(N(m) & N(ml) & N(m2) & Pr(it, rg7, m) 
& Pr(m, ml, m2) & H(ml, el, x, y) & H(m2, e2, x, y) & d= g(el, e2))l 
Encv: U(n, x, y) 
-N(n)  & [(3m)(Pr(n, rA7, m) & (3m1, m2)(N(m~) & N(m2) 
& Pr(m, ma, m2) & (3dl, d2)(H(m~, dl, x, y) 
& H(m2, d2, x, y) & A(d~, d2))) 
v (3m)(N(m) & Pr(n, r = 7, m) & (~ml, m2)(N(ml) & 
N(m2) & Pr(m, ml, mz) 
& (3d~, d2)(H(ma, dl, x, y) & H(m2, d2, x, y) & dl = d2))) 
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V (3m)(N(m) & Pr(n, r7  7, m) & (3ml, m 2, m3)(N(ml) & N(m2) & N(m3) 
& Pr(m, rA7, ml) & Pr(ml, m2, m3) & (3dl, dz)(H(m2, dl, x, y) 
& (m3, d2, x,y) & ~A(dl,  d2)))) 
v (~m)(N(m) & Pr(n, I-~ 7, m) & (qm 1, m2, m3)(N(ml) & N(m2) & N(m3) 
& Pr(m, r = 7, ml) & Pr(mm, m2, m3) & (3dl, d2)(H(m2, dm, x, y) 
& H(m3, d2, x, y) & -qd I = d2))) 
v (3m)(N(m) & Pr(n, r v 7, m) & (~ml, m2)(Pr(m, ml, m2) 
& (U(ml, x, y) v U(m2, x, y)))) 
v (3m)(N(m) & Pr(n, r&7, m) & (3ml, m2)(Pr(m, ml, m2) 
& (U(ml, x, y) & U(m2, x, y))))]. 
Remark 1. The symbols N, Z,..., Mult, and H occur in the right-hand 
side of the formula Encn positively. The symbols N, Z,..., Mult, H, and U 
occur in the right-hand side of the formula Encv positively. 
To continue the proof some notions and definitions are necessary. Let Ar 
be the following set of arithmetical axioms: 
1. X=X 
2. x=y~y=x 
3. (x=y&y=z)~x=z 
4. (x=y&v=w)~x+v=y+w 
5. (x=y&v=w)- - *x 'v=y 'w 
6. ~S(x) =0 
7. S (x )=S(y)~x- -y  
8. x+0=x 
9. x + S(y)=S(x + y) 
10. x .0=0 
11. x .S(y )=x.y+x 
12. x<y- (3z ) (x+z=y&Tz=O)  
13. ~x<0 
14. x<S(y) - - (x<yvx=y)  
15. x<yvx=yvy<x.  
Let AR be the set of axioms from AR written in the terms of S, Z ..... 
Mull and relativized to N. For instance, the axiom AR7 is the following: 
(Vx, y)((N(x) & N(y)) --, (Vv, w)((S(x, v) & S(y, w) & E(v, w)) ~ E(x, y))). 
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The following axioms are also in AR: 
(3x)(Z(x)), (Vx)(Z(x) ~ N(x)), (Vx, y)((N(x) a: S(x, y)) ~ N(y)). 
DEFINITION. The relations N ~ I k, E ~ 12k, Z_  I k, S__c 12k, Add ~ i3k, 
Mult c_ 13~, H ~ I 2q + 2, U c_ i2q + ~ model AR +EncH +Enc u iff the expan- 
ded by N, .... Mult, H, U interpretation I is a model for AR + EncH + Ency. 
DEFINITION. A vector A-= (N, .... Mult) of relations over I is called 
arithmetic iff the relations in A model AR. Moreover, A is called standard 
arithmetic iff the relations in A make I weakly arithmetic. 
Remark 2. For every arithmetic A there is a standard arithmetic 
A~ c A which is an initial (with respect o the ordering < A) segment of A. 
Let A = (N, E,..., Mult) be an arithmetic. 
DEFINITION. HA, UA denote the least relations modelling Encu + Enc~ 
in L when the symbols N,..., Mult are interpreted by relations in A. 
Assume, we are given an arithmetic A. The relations HA, UA exist, by 
Remark 1. For, notice that the formulas EncH, Encu are of the form 
H(n, d, x, y) = qo(H)(n, d, x, y) 
U(n, x, y) - O(H, U)(n, x, y) 
where (p, 0 can be considered as the monotonic with respect o inclusion 
mapping -/~o,~: ,.@(iZq + 2) X ~( I  2q+ l) _~ ~(iZq + 2) X ,¢a(i2q + 1) (by Remark l). 
Thus, the pair (HA, UA) is equal to the least fixed-point of the monotonic 
mapping d/{o.,. If A land A2 are arithmetics and A1 ___ A2 then HA1 c_ HA2, 
UA~ c_ UA2, since the symbols N ..... Muir occur in EricH, Encu positively 
(again, by Remark 1). 
We need some denotations. Let R be a set of relations over/. Then, IR 
denotes the expanded by the relations in R interpretation/. Let R be a set 
of relation symbols for the elements of R. Let O(R) be a first-order formula 
of type R w Y~. Then, O(R) denotes the relation defined in IR by the formula 
O(R). 
Now we shall present he main points of the proof. Recall, that we have 
fixed the program P. The term B~e(x, y) denotes the input-output relation 
of the program P in the interpretation L 
LEMMA 1. We can effectively find (without appealing to the considered 
interpretation I) a recursive function f e: co --* co such that: 
(a) for every n 6 co, fe(n) is equal to the standard code of an open for- 
mula f l ,(x,y) (where x= {xl,..., Xq} = dep(P), y is a copy of x), 
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(b) if the negation sign "7"  occurs in/~n(x, y) then it occurs directly 
before an atomic subformula of ~n(x, y) (i.e., all the negations in ~ are 
transferred inside), 
(c) for every interpretation J and for every a, b E Jq, 
BSe(a, b) iff J~[3o(a , b) v ... v ~n(a, b) v "".  
Proof By acceptability of PL. | 
Let ~0p(Zo, zl) be a first-order formula defining fp in the standard model 
(co ;0 ,+ l ,+, . ,=) .  Assume that ~Op is obtained by making use of finite 
sequences coding technique. 
Let ~p(A)(z0, z l )= ~p(N, Z ..... Mult)(zo, zl) be the formula obtained by 
expressing q~p in the terms of N, Z ..... Mult. The following property (Mon) 
holds for the formula ~p(A): 
(Mon): for every arithmetic A containing the standard arithmetic A~ 
and for every n, m e c~, 
1. m = fe(n) iff l A~o~(3Zo, zl)(A~(zo) & A~(zl) & ~p(A)(zo, zl)), 
2. for every a~, a2 e A~, if IA~p(A) (a l ,  a2) then 
IA~p(A) (a~,  a2), i.e., ~p(A~) ~_ ~p(A). 
The following formula InOutp (of type Zw {N, Z ..... Muir, H, U}), 
which "approximates from above" the input output relation of the 
program P is fundamental for the proof: 
InOute(N ..... Muir, H, U)(x, y) 
~(qn)(3m)(N(n) & N(m) & ffe(A)(n, m) & U(m, x, y)). 
LEMMA 2. I f  A~ & a standard arithmetic and the relations H, U, A~o 
model Enc~ + Enc~ + AR then InOutp(A~o, H, U) = B~. 
Proof Encoding formulas EncH, Encu and the formula ~p "work 
right" on standard natural numbers. | 
LEMMA 3. I f  A is an arithmetic and the relations A, H, U model 
Enc/4 + Encu then B~ ~_ InOutp(A, H, U). 
Proof Let A~o be the standard arithmetic ontained in A, A~o -~ A. Then 
HAo,---HA-~H and UA,o~--UA~--U, by Remarkl. Hence, B~o= 
InOutp(Ao~,  HA,o, UA,o) ~ InOutp(A, H, U), since the symbols in A and the 
symbol U occur in InOute positively and the property (Mon) of ~p holds 
for A o~ and A. | 
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LEMMA 4. There exist first-order formulas sV, ~ ..... sgufg, ~ ,  q/such 
that the relations defined by these formulas in I model Encn + Encu + AR 
and the formulas sV, ~ ..... d/lull make the interpretation I weakly 
arithmetic. 
Proof Recall that we have assumed that some program in PL can 
access an unbounded number of distinct values in/ .  De Millo, Lipton, and 
Snyder proved (see Lipton, 1977) that the following functions are program- 
mable (in a certain sense) in I: 
(x+l )p=x+l  i f x+ l~<p,  
= 0 in the opposite case; 
(x+ y)p=X+ y i fx+ y<<.p, 
= 0 in the opposite case; 
(x. y)p= X. y if x. yy <~ p, 
= 0 in the opposite case. 
More formally, there exists a progammable in I standard arithmetic 
Ao,=(N, .... Mult) (N~_Ig,...,Mult~_I 3k for some keog) and there are 
programmable in I functions + 1, +,.  such that the following conditions 
1, 2, 3 are satisfied: 
1. + l (x,p)  = u there exists y such that N(y) and 
and Add(u, y, p) and S(x, u), 
= z in the opposite case, for a z such that Z(z); 
2. + (x, y, p) = u there exists Y l such that N(yl)  and 
Add(u, Yl, P) and Add(x, y, u), 
= z in the opposite case, for a z such that Z(z); 
3..(x, y, p) = u there exists Y l such that N(yl)  and 
Add(u, Yl, P) and Mult(x, y, u), 
= z in the oppposite ase, for z such that Z(z). 
Moreover, certain functions PR, L, R which satisfy the following con- 
ditions 4, 5, 6 are programmable in I: 
. PR(x, y ,  p )  = u 
=Z 
Pr(u, x, y) and there exist Yl, Y2 
such that Add(u, u, Yl)  and Add(y1, Y2, P), 
in the opposite case, for a z such that Z(z); 
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5. L(u, p) = x there exists y such that N(y) and 
Pr(u, x, y) and there exists Yl 
such that Add(u, Yl, P) 
= z in the opposite case, for a z such that Z(z); 
6. R(u, p) = y there exists x such that N(x) and 
Pr(u, x, y) and there exists yl 
such that Add(u, Yl, P), 
= z in the opposite case, for a z such that Z(z). 
Now we shall use the assumption that the programming language PL is 
closed under recursion. Define O = (a,..., a) e I k. The construction of Millo, 
Lipton, and Snyder (Lipton, 1977) implies that Z(©). For a natural num- 
ber n E co, v =p n means that E(v, + 1 (... + 1 (O, p)...); LESS(v, w) means that 
there exists w~ such that N(w~) and Add(v, w~, w). We represent he 
"relativised" to p formula Enc/~ as the following recursive procedure: 
h(v, p, x, y) = of v =p ra7 then h(v, p, x, y) := a else 
if v =p rb7 then h(v,p, x, y)"= b else 
if v =p rx17 then h(v,p, x, y) := Xl else 
if v p = ~Xq 7 then h(v, p, x, y) : = Xq else 
if v p = [-yq7 then h(v, p, x, y) "= yq else 
if L(v, p) = p r f  7 then h(v, p, x, y) 
:= f(h(R(v, p), p, x, y)) else 
if L(v, p) =p rg7 then h(v, p, x, y) 
:= g(h(L(R(v,p),p),p, x, y), h(R(R(v,p),p),p, x, y)) 
else LOOP. 
The formula Encv may be represented as a recursive procedure u(v, p, x, y) 
in a similar way. 
Since assignments to dynamically scoped local variables can be used to 
simulate call by value parameter passing and PL is closed with respect o 
recursion we can assume that procedures h and u can be simulated in PL. 
The following relations model EncH+ Encv: 
af  
H(v,d,x, y) - there exists p such that N(p) and LESS(raT, p) 
and--. LESS(r 7 7, p) and LESS(v, p) and h(v, p, x, y) = d. 
elf 
U(v, x, y) =- there exists p such that N(p) and LESS(ra 7, p) 
and. . .  LESS(r ~ 7, p) and LESS(v, p) and u(v, p,x, y) = true. 
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There exist first-order formulas Jr(v, d, x, y), q/(v, x, y) defining H and 
U in/, since the interpretation I is expressive with respect o the program- 
ming language PL. 
Finally, the formulas ~f, q/together with the first-order formulas defin- 
ing in / the  relations N,..., Mult model AR+EncH+Encv.  ] 
Now we are in a position to prove that the true partial correctness asser- 
tions (possibly with quantifiers) are uniformly decidable in Th(I) by a cer- 
tain procedure M 6. We prove it by making use of the following fixed-point 
rule (FR): 
Premises. AR(Y,..., JguEg), EncH(Y,..., ~uEg, Jr), 
Encu(X ..... ~u(g ,  ~ ,  q/) 
(FR) ~o(x) ~ (Vy)(InOutp(Y,..., dguEg, 3(f, q/)(x, y) ~ 0(y)) 
(for certain first-order formulas Y ..... J/gu(g, .~ff, ql) 
Conclusion. ¢p[P] 
Let I~0[-P]  ~. After constructing the formula InOutp(N ..... Mult, H, U) 
procedure  M 6 guesses the formulas Y ..... j/g~#g, ~,  og such that the 
premises of the rule (FR) are true in/, then applies the rule (FR). Lemmas 
2, 3, 4 imply the correctness of the procedure M 6. 
Thus we have proved that the set of all partial correctness assertions true 
in I is uniformly recursively enumerable in Th(I). It remains to be proved 
that the set of all true in I negations of partial correctness assertions is 
uniformly recursively enumerable in Th(I). 
By Lemma 1 we can effectively find a recursively enumerable sequence 
/~0(x, y),/~x(x, y),..., of open formulas such that 
BZ(x,y) iff I~fio(x,y) v fl l(x,y) v .... 
The set of all true in I negations of partial correctness assertions is 
uniformly recursively enumerable in Th(I), since 
I ~ ¢ [P] ~ iff there exists n ~ o~ such that 
I~(3x)(3y)(q~(x) & fin(x, y) & 7¢(y)) .  
The theorem is proved, since we run  M 3 ( f rom Clarke et al., 1982) and M6 
in parallel. I 
The method of the above proof cannot be transferred to the case of total 
correctness. However, it yields a result concerning the complement of total 
correctness. 
Let J be an interpretation, PL be an acceptable programming language. 
Define 
co-TCpL = {non q0(P) ~ I P~ PL and ~o, 0 are some first-order formulas}. 
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DEFINITION. J~non~o(P>0 iff there exists a~J  dep(p) such that 
J~o(a)  and for every b e J  dep<e/, if BJe(a, b) then J~-n0(b ). 
COROLLARY 5. Let PL be a deterministic acceptable programming 
language with recursion, such that PL has a decidable halting problem for 
finite interpretations. Then, for every expressive interpretation I, the set of 
true in I formulas ofco-TCpL (i.e., {c~] ~ 6 co-TCpL and I~})  is uniformly 
recursively enumerable in Th(I). 
Proof Let I be an expressive interpretation. As in the case of partial 
correctness the proof splits into two cases. 
The case when for every program P e PL there is a number M such that 
P never reaches more than M values in I is proved in (Clarke et al., 1982, 
procedure M4). 
In the case when some program can access an unbounded number of dis- 
tinct values in I, we prove Corollary 5 by making use of the following rule: 
Premises. A R(Y  ..... Jguf~'), Enc,(Y,..., JdaM, Jr), 
Endv(JV ..... J/guf~, ogg, q/), 
(3x)(~0(x) & (Vy)(InOutp(X,..., Jet,alL ~ ,  q/)(x, y) 
--, -~O(y))) 
Conclusion. non ¢p (P )  0- | 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
1. Our method cannot be transferred to the case of total correctness. 
This is solved by Clarke, German, and Halpern (1982) for the case of Her- 
brand-definable and expressive interpretations. 
2. We do not use coding of finite sequences of elements of the inter- 
pretation. 
3. It seems that the proof of Theorem 4 suggests a way for constructing 
a relatively complete proof system for complicated programming languages. 
Namely, such a system should contain the rule (FR) and it should employ 
relational variables in order to make it possible to construct a formula 
InOute(N,..., Mult, H, U). 
4. Theorem 4 is not a definite improvement of the Lipton's theorem. Is 
it possible to remove the assumption that PL is closed under recursion? 
We conjecture that this assumption is essential. Moreover, the problem of 
relative completeness of dynamic logics based on acceptable programming 
languages remains open. 
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5. Notice, that the rule (FR) is sound in all interpretations, not only in 
the expressive ones. The assumption of expressiveness i used for proving 
completeness, i.e., if a given partial correctness assertion is true in an 
expressive interpretation, then there exist suitable formulas 
Y ..... JP/~t~¢, ~,  q/. It resembles the guessing of invariants in widely used 
methods of proving partial correctness. 
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